Abstract-Spam-based advertising is a business. While it has engendered both widespread antipathy and a multi-billion dollar anti-spam industry, it continues to exist because it fuels a profitable enterprise. We lack, however, a solid understanding of this enterprise's full structure, and thus most anti-spam interventions focus on only one facet of the overall spam value chain (e.g., spam filtering, URL blacklisting, site takedown). In this paper we present a holistic analysis that quantifies the full set of resources employed to monetize spam emailincluding naming, hosting, payment and fulfillment-using extensive measurements of three months of diverse spam data, broad crawling of naming and hosting infrastructures, and over 100 purchases from spam-advertised sites. We relate these resources to the organizations who administer them and then use this data to characterize the relative prospects for defensive interventions at each link in the spam value chain. In particular, we provide the first strong evidence of payment bottlenecks in the spam value chain; 95% of spam-advertised pharmaceutical, replica and software products are monetized using merchant services from just a handful of banks.
I. INTRODUCTION
We may think of email spam as a scourge-jamming our collective inboxes with tens of billions of unwanted messages each day-but to its perpetrators it is a potent marketing channel that taps latent demand for a variety of products and services. While most attention focuses on the problem of spam delivery, the email vector itself comprises only the visible portion of a large, multi-faceted business enterprise. Each click on a spam-advertised link is in fact just the start of a long and complex trajectory, spanning a range of both technical and business components that together provide the necessary infrastructure needed to monetize a customer's visit. Botnet services must be secured, domains registered, name servers provisioned, and hosting or proxy services acquired. All of these, in addition to payment processing, merchant bank accounts, customer service, and fulfillment, reflect necessary elements in the spam value chain.
While elements of this chain have received study in isolation (e.g., dynamics of botnets [20] , DNS fast-flux networks [17] , [42] , Web site hosting [1] , [22] ), the relationship between them is far less well understood. Yet it is these very relationships that capture the structural dependencies-and hence the potential weaknesses-within the spam ecosystem's business processes. Indeed, each distinct path through this chain-registrar, name server, hosting, affiliate program, payment processing, fulfillmentdirectly reflects an "entrepreneurial activity" by which the perpetrators muster capital investments and business relationships to create value. Today we lack insight into even the most basic characteristics of this activity. How many organizations are complicit in the spam ecosystem? Which points in their value chains do they share and which operate independently? How "wide" is the bottleneck at each stage of the value chain-do miscreants find alternatives plentiful and cheap, or scarce, requiring careful husbanding?
The desire to address these kinds of questions empirically-and thus guide decisions about the most effective mechanisms for addressing the spam problem-forms the core motivation of our work. In this paper we develop a methodology for characterizing the end-to-end resource dependencies ("trajectories") behind individual spam campaigns and then analyze the relationships among them. We use three months of real-time source data, including captive botnets, raw spam feeds, and feeds of spam-advertised URLs to drive active probing of spam infrastructure elements (name servers, redirectors, hosting proxies). From these, we in turn identify those sites advertising three popular classes of goods-pharmaceuticals, replica luxury goods and counterfeit software-as well as their membership in specific affiliate programs around which the overall business is structured. Finally, for a subset of these sites we perform on-line purchases, providing additional data about merchant bank affiliation, customer service, and fulfillment. Using this data we characterize the resource footprint at each step in the spam value chain, the extent of sharing between spam organizations and, most importantly, the relative prospects for interrupting spam monetization at different stages of the process.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a qualitative overview of the spam ecosystem coupled with a review of related research.
Section III describes the data sources, measurement techniques and post-processing methodology used in our study. Section IV describes our analysis of spam activities between August and October of 2010, and the implications of these findings on the likely efficacy of different anti-spam interventions, followed by our conclusions in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
As an advertising medium, spam ultimately shares the underlying business model of all advertising. So long as the revenue driven by spam campaigns exceeds their cost, spam remains a profitable enterprise. This glib description belies the complexity of the modern spam business. While a decade ago spammers might have handled virtually all aspects of the business including email distribution, site design, hosting, payment processing, fulfillment, and customer service [33] , today's spam business involves a range of players and service providers. In this section, we review the broad elements in the spam value chain, the ways in which these components have adapted to adversarial pressure from the anti-spam community, and the prior research on applied ecrime economics that informs our study.
A. How Modern Spam Works
While the user experience of spam revolves principally around the email received, these constitute just one part of a larger value chain that we classify into three distinct stages: advertising, click support, and realization. Our discussion here reflects the modern understanding of the degree to which specialization and affiliate programs dominate the use of spam to sell products. To this end, we draw upon and expand the narrative of the "Behind Online Pharma" project [4] , which documents the experience of a group of investigative journalists in exploring the market structure for online illegal pharmaceuticals; and Samosseiko's recent overview [46] of affiliate programs, including many that we discuss in this paper.
Advertising. Advertising constitutes all activities focused on reaching potential customers and enticing them into clicking on a particular URL. In this paper we focus on the email spam vector, but the same business model occurs for a range of advertising vectors, including blog spam [39] , Twitter spam [12] , search engine optimization [53] , and sponsored advertising [26] , [27] . The delivery of email spam has evolved considerably over the years, largely in response to increasingly complex defensive countermeasures. In particular, large-scale efforts to shut down open SMTP proxies and the introduction of well-distributed IP blacklisting of spam senders have pushed spammers to using more sophisticated delivery vehicles. These include botnets [13] , [20] , [56] , Webmail spam [9] , and IP prefix hijacking [45] . Moreover, the market for spam services has stratified over time; for example, today it is common for botnet operators to rent their services to spammers on a contract basis [40] .
The advertising side of the spam ecosystem has by far seen the most study, no doubt because it reflects the part of spam that users directly experience. Thus, a broad and ongoing literature examines filtering spam email based on a variety of content features (e.g., [2] , [19] , [43] , [57] ). Similarly, the network characteristics of spam senders have seen extensive study for characterizing botnet membership [58] , identifying prefix hijacking [45] , classifying domains and URLs [14] , [32] , [44] , [55] , [56] , and evaluating blacklists [47] , [48] . Finally, we note that most commercial antispam offerings focus exclusively on the delivery aspect of spam. In spite of this attention, spam continues to be delivered and thus our paper focuses strictly on the remaining two stages of the spam monetization pipeline.
Click support. Having delivered their advertisement, a spammer depends on some fraction of the recipients to respond, usually by clicking on an embedded URL and thus directing their browser to a Web site of interest. While this process seems simple, in practice a spammer must orchestrate a great many moving parts and maintain them against pressure from defenders.
Redirection sites. Some spammers directly advertise a URL such that, once the recipient's browser resolves the domain and fetches the content from it, these steps constitute the fullness of the promoted Web site. However, a variety of defensive measures-including URL and domain blacklisting, as well as site takedowns by ISPs and domain takedowns by registrars-have spurred more elaborate steps. Thus, many spammers advertise URLs that, when visited, redirect to additional URLs [1] , [22] . Redirection strategies primarily fall into two categories: those for which a legitimate third party inadvertently controls the DNS name resource for the redirection site (e.g., free hosting, URL shorteners, or compromised Web sites), and those for which the spammers themselves, or perhaps parties working on their behalf, manage the DNS name resources (e.g., a "throwaway" domain such as minesweet.ru redirecting to a more persistent domain such as greatjoywatches.com).
Domains. At some point, a click trajectory will usually require domain name resources managed by the spammer or their accomplices. These names necessarily come via the services of a domain registrar, who arranges for the rootlevel registry of the associated top-level domain (TLD) to hold NS records for the associated registered domain. A spammer may purchase domains directly from a registrar, but will frequently purchase instead from a domain reseller, from a "domaineer" who purchases domains in bulk via multiple sources and sells to the underground trade, or directly from a spam "affiliate program" that makes domains available to their affiliates as part of their "startup package."
Interventions at this layer of the spam value chain depend significantly on the responsiveness of individual registrars and the pressure brought to bear [29] . For example, a recent industry study by LegitScript and KnujOn documents heavy concentration of spam-advertised pharmacies with domains registered through a particular set of registrars who appear indifferent to complaints [28] .
Name servers. Any registered domain must in turn have supporting name server infrastructure. Thus spammers must provision this infrastructure either by hosting DNS name servers themselves, or by contracting with a third party. Since such resources are vulnerable to takedown requests, a thriving market has arisen in so-called "bulletproof" hosting services that resist such requests in exchange for a payment premium [23] .
Web servers. The address records provided by the spammer's name servers must in turn specify servers that host (or more commonly proxy) Web site content. As with name servers, spam-advertised Web servers can make use of bulletproof hosting to resist takedown pressure [3] , [51] . Some recent interventions have focused on effectively shutting down such sites by pressuring their upstream Internet service providers to deny them transit connectivity [6] .
To further complicate such takedowns and to stymie blacklisting approaches, many spammers further obfuscate the hosting relationship (both for name servers and Web servers) using fast-flux DNS [17] , [41] , [42] . In this approach, domain records have short-lived associations with IP addresses, and the mapping infrastructure can spread the domain's presence over a large number of machines (frequently many thousands of compromised hosts that in turn proxy requests back to the actual content server [5] ). Furthermore, recently innovators have begun packaging this capability to offer it to third parties on a contract basis as a highly resilient content-hosting service [7] .
Stores and Affiliate Programs. Today, spammers operate primarily as advertisers, rarely handling the back end of the value chain. Such spammers often work as affiliates of an online store, earning a commission (typically 30-50%) on the sales they bring in [46] . The affiliate program typically provides the storefront templates, shopping cart management, analytics support, and even advertising materials. In addition, the program provides a centralized Web service interface for affiliates to track visitor conversions and to register for payouts (via online financial instruments such as WebMoney). Finally, affiliate programs take responsibility for contracting for payment and fulfillment services with outside parties. Affiliate programs have proven difficult to combat directly-although, when armed with sufficient legal jurisdiction, law enforcement has successfully shut down some programs [8] .
Realization. Finally, having brought the customer to an advertised site and convinced them to purchase some product, the seller realizes the latent value by acquiring the customer's payment through conventional payment networks, and in turn fulfilling their product request.
Payment services. To extract value from the broadest possible customer base, stores try to support standard credit card payments. A credit card transaction involves several parties in addition to the customer and merchant: money is transferred from the issuing bank (the customer's bank) to the acquiring bank (the bank of the merchant) via a card association network (i.e., Visa or MasterCard). In addition to the acquiring bank, issuing bank, and card association, the merchant frequently employs the services of a payment processor to facilitate this process and act as the technical interface between the merchant and the payment system.
Card associations impose contractual restrictions on their member banks and processors, including the threat of fines and de-association; but to our knowledge little public documentation exists about the extent to which the associations apply this pressure in practice nor the extent to which it plays an important role in moderating the spam business. Evidence from this study suggests that any such pressure is currently insufficient to stop this activity.
Fulfillment. Finally, a store arranges to fulfill an order 1 in return for the customer's payment. For physical goods such as pharmaceuticals and replica products, this involves acquiring the items and shipping them to the customer. Global business-to-business Web sites such as Alibaba, ECPlaza, and ECTrade offer connections with a broad variety of vendors selling a range of such goods, including prepackaged drugs-both brand (e.g., Viagra) and off-brand (e.g., sildenafil citrate capsules)-and replica luxury goods (e.g., Rolex watches or Gucci handbags). Generally, suppliers will offer direct shipping service ("drop shipping"), so affiliate programs can structure themselves around "just in time" fulfillment and avoid the overhead and risk of warehousing and shipping the product themselves. 2 Fulfillment for virtual goods such as software, music, and videos can proceed directly via Internet download. Figure 1 illustrates the spam value chain via a concrete example from the empirical data used in this study.
B. Pharmacy Express: An Example
On October 27th, the Grum botnet delivered an email titled VIAGRA R Official Site (). The body of the message includes an image of male enhancement pharmaceutical tablets and their associated prices (shown). The image provides a URL tag and thus when clicked () directs the user's browser to resolve the associated domain name, medicshopnerx.ru. This domain was registered by REGRU-REG-RIPN (a.k.a. reg.ru) on October 18th ()-it is still active as of this writing. The machine providing name service resides in China, while hosting resolves to a machine in Brazil (). The user's browser initiates an HTTP request to the machine (), and receives content that renders the storefront for "Pharmacy Express," a brand associated with the Mailien pharmaceutical affiliate program based in Russia ().
After selecting an item to purchase and clicking on "Checkout", the storefront redirects the user to a payment portal served from payquickonline.com (this time serving content via an IP address in Turkey), which accepts the user's shipping, email contact, and payment information, and provides an order confirmation number. Subsequent email confirms the order, provides an EMS tracking number, and includes a contact email for customer questions. The bank that issued the user's credit card transfers money to the acquiring bank, in this case the Azerigazbank Joint-Stock Investment Bank in Baku, Azerbaijan (BIN 404610, ). Ten days later the product arrives, blister-packaged, in a cushioned white envelope with postal markings indicating a supplier named PPW based in Chennai, India as its originator ().
C. Cybercrime economics
Alongside the myriad studies of the various components employed in spam (e.g., botnets, fast flux, etc.), a literature has recently emerged that focuses on using economic tools for understanding cybercrime (including spam) in a more systematic fashion, with an aim towards enabling better reasoning about effective interventions. Here we highlight elements of this work that have influenced our study.
Some of the earliest such work has aimed to understand the scope of underground markets based on the value of found goods (typically stolen financial credentials), either as seen on IRC chatrooms [10] , forums [59] , malware "dropzones" [16] , or directly by intercepting communications to botnet C&C servers [50] . Herley and Florêncio critique this line of work as not distinguishing between claimed and true losses, and speculate that such environments inherently reflect "lemon markets" in which few participants are likely to acquire significant profits (particularly spammers) [15] . While this hypothesis remains untested, its outcome is orthogonal to our focus of understanding the structure of the value chain itself.
Our own previous work on spam conversion also used empirical means to infer parts of the return-on-investment picture in the spam business model [21] . By contrast, this study aims to be considerably more comprehensive in breadth (covering what we believe reflect most large spam campaigns) and depth (covering the fullness of the value chain), but offering less precision regarding specific costs.
Finally, another line of work has examined interventions from an economic basis, considering the efficacy of site and domain takedown in creating an economic impediment for cybercrime enterprises (notably phishing) [6] , [35] , [36] . Molnar et al. further develop this approach via comparisons with research on the illicit drug ecosystem [34] . Our work builds on this, but focuses deeply on the spam problem in particular.
III. DATA COLLECTION METHODOLOGY
In this section we describe our datasets and the methodology by which we collected, processed, and validated them. Figure 2 concisely summarizes our data sources and methods. We start with a variety of full-message spam feeds, URL feeds, and our own botnet-harvested spam (). Feed parsers extract embedded URLs from the raw feed data for further processing (). A DNS crawler enumerates various resource record sets of the URL's domain, while a farm of Web crawlers visits the URLs and records HTTP-level interactions and landing pages (). A clustering tool clusters pages by content similarity (). A content tagger labels the content clusters according to the category of goods sold, and the associated affiliate programs (). We then make targeted purchases from each affiliate program (), and store the feed data and distilled and derived metadata in a database for subsequent analysis in Section IV. (Steps and are partially manual operations, the others are fully automated.)
The rest of this section describes these steps in detail.
A. Collecting Spam-Advertised URLs
Our study is driven by a broad range of data sources of varying types, some of which are provided by third parties, while others we collect ourselves. Since the goal of this study is to decompose the spam ecosystem, it is natural that our seed data arises from spam email itself. More specifically, we focus on the URLs embedded within such email, since these are the vectors used to drive recipient traffic to particular Web sites. To support this goal, we obtained seven distinct URL feeds from third-party partners (including multiple commercial anti-spam providers), and harvested URLs from our own botfarm environment. For this study, we used the data from these feeds from August 1, 2010 through October 31, 2010, which together comprised nearly 1 billion URLs. Table I summarizes our feed sources along with the "type" of each feed, the number of URLs received in the feed during this time period, and the number of distinct registered domains in those URLs. Note that the "bot" feeds tend to be focused spam sources, while the other feeds are spam sinks comprised of a blend of spam from a variety of sources. Further, individual feeds, particularly those gathered directly from botnets, can be heavily skewed in their makeup. For example, we received over 11M URLs from the Grum bot, but these only contained 348 distinct registered domains. Conversely, the 13M distinct domains produced by the Rustock bot are artifacts of a "blacklist-poisoning" campaign undertaken by the bot operators that comprised millions of "garbage" domains [54] . Thus, one must be mindful of these issues when analyzing such feed data in aggregate.
From these feeds we extract and normalize embedded URLs and insert them into a large multi-terabyte Postgres database. The resulting "feed tables" drive virtually all subsequent data gathering.
B. Crawler data
The URL feed data subsequently drives active crawling measurements that collect information about both the DNS infrastructure used to name the site being advertised and the Web hosting infrastructure that serves site content to visitors. We use distinct crawlers for each set of measurements.
DNS Crawler: We developed a DNS crawler to identify the name server infrastructure used to support spamadvertised domains, and the address records they specify for hosting those names. Under normal use of DNS this process would be straightforward, but in practice it is significantly complicated by fast flux techniques employed to minimize central points of weakness. Similar to the work of [18] , we query servers repeatedly to enumerate the set of domains collectively used for click support (Section II-A).
From each URL, we extract both the fully qualified domain name and the registered domain suffix (for example, if we see a domain foo.bar.co.uk we will extract both foo.bar.co.uk as well as bar.co.uk). We ignore URLs with IPv4 addresses (just 0.36% of URLs) or invalidly formatted domain names, as well as duplicate domains already queried within the last day.
The crawler then performs recursive queries on these domains. It identifies the domains that resolve successfully and their authoritative domains, and filters out unregistered domains and domains with unreachable name servers. To prevent fruitless domain enumeration, it also detects wildcard domains (abc.example.com, def.example.com, etc.) where all child domains resolve to the same IP address. In each case, the crawler exhaustively enumerates all A, NS, SOA, CNAME, MX, and TXT records linked to a particular domain.
The crawler periodically queries new records until it converges on a set of distinct results. It heuristically determines convergence using standard maximum likelihood methods to estimate when the probability of observing a new unique record has become small. For added assurance, after convergence the crawler continues to query domains daily looking for new records (ultimately timing out after a week if it discovers none).
Web Crawler: The Web crawler replicates the experience of a user clicking on the URLs derived from the spam feeds. It captures any application-level redirects (HTML, JavaScript, Flash), the DNS names and HTTP headers of any intermediate servers and the final server, and the page that is ultimately displayed-represented both by its DOM tree and as a screenshot from a browser. Although straightforward in theory, crawling spam URLs presents a number of practical challenges in terms of scale, robustness, and adversarial conditions.
For this study we crawled nearly 15 million URLs, of which we successfully visited and downloaded correct Web content for over 6 million (unreachable domains, blacklisting, etc., prevent successful crawling of many pages). 3 To manage this load, we replicate the crawler across a cluster of machines. Each crawler replica consists of a controller managing over 100 instances of Firefox 3.6.10 running in parallel. The controller connects to a custom Firefox extension to manage each browser instance, which incorporates the Screengrab! extension [38] instances in a round-robin fashion across a diverse set of IP address ranges. 4 Table II summarizes our crawling efforts. Since there is substantial redundancy in the feeds (e.g., fewer than 10% of the URLs are even unique), crawling every URL is unnecessary and resource inefficient. Instead, we focus on crawling URLs that cover the set of registered domains used by all URLs in the feed. Except in rare instances, all URLs to a registered domain are for the same affiliate program. Thus, the crawler prioritizes URLs with previously unseen registered domains, ignores any URLs crawled previously, and rate limits crawling URLs containing the same registered domain-both to deal with feed skew as well as to prevent the crawler from being blacklisted. For timeliness, the crawler visits URLs within 30 minutes of appearing in the feeds. We achieve nearly complete coverage: Over 98% of the URLs received in the raw feeds use registered domains that we crawl. Note that we obtain this coverage even though we crawled URLs that account for only 20% of the nearly 18 million distinct registered domains in the feeds. This outcome reflects the inherent skew in the feed makeup. The vast majority of the remaining 80% of domains we did not crawl, and the corresponding 2% URLs that use those domains, are from the domain-poisoning spam sent by the Rustock bot and do not reflect real sites (Section III-A).
C. Content Clustering and Tagging
The crawlers provide low-level information about URLs and domains. In the next stage of our methodology, we process the crawler output to associate this information with higher-level spam business activities.
Note that in this study we exclusively focus on businesses selling three categories of spam-advertised products: pharmaceuticals, replicas, and software. We chose these categories because they are reportedly among the most popular goods advertised in spam [31]-an observation borne out in our data as well. To classify each Web site, we use content clustering to match sites with lexically similar content structure, category tagging to label clustered sites with the category of goods they sell, and program tagging to label clusters with their specific affiliate program and/or storefront brand. We use a combination of automated and manual analysis techniques to make clustering and tagging feasible for our large datasets, while still being able to manageably validate our results. Table III summarizes the results of this process. It lists the number of received URLs with registered domains used by the affiliate programs we study, the number of registered domains in those URLs, the number of clusters formed based on the contents of storefront Web pages, and the number of affiliate programs that we identify from the clusters. As expected, pharmaceutical affiliate programs dominate the data set, followed by replicas and then software. We identify a total of 45 affiliate programs for the three categories combined, that are advertised via 69,002 distinct registered domains (contained within 38% of all URLs received in our feeds). We next describe the clustering and tagging process in more detail.
Content clustering: The first step in our process uses a clustering tool to group together Web pages that have very similar content. The tool uses the HTML text of the crawled Web pages as the basis for clustering. For each crawled Web page, it uses a q-gram similarity approach to generate a fingerprint consisting of a set of multiple independent hash values over all 4-byte tokens of the HTML text. After the crawler visits a page, the clustering tool computes the fingerprint of the page and compares it with the fingerprints representing existing clusters. If the page fingerprint exceeds a similarity threshold with a cluster fingerprint (equivalent to a Jaccard index of 0.75), it places the page in the cluster with the greatest similarity. Otherwise, it instantiates a new cluster with the page as its representative.
Category tagging: The clusters group together URLs and domains that map to the same page content. The next step of category tagging broadly separates these clusters into those selling goods that we are interested in, and those clusters that do not (e.g., domain parking, gambling, etc). We are intentionally conservative in this step, potentially including clusters that turn out to be false positives to ensure that we include all clusters that fall into one of our categories (thereby avoiding false negatives).
We identify interesting clusters using generic keywords found in the page content, and we label those clusters with category tags-"pharma", "replica", "software"-that correspond to the goods they are selling. The keywords consist of large sets of major brand names (Viagra, Rolex, Microsoft, etc.) as well as domain-specific terms (herbal, pharmacy, watches, software, etc.) that appear in the storefront page. These terms are tied to the content being sold by the storefront site, and are also used for search engine optimization (SEO). Any page containing a threshold of these terms is tagged with the corresponding keyword. The remaining URLs do not advertise products that we study and they are left untagged.
Even with our conservative approach, a concern is that our keyword matching heuristics might have missed a site of interest. Thus, for the remaining untagged clusters, we manually checked for such false negatives, i.e., whether there were clusters of storefront pages selling one of the three goods that should have a category tag, but did not. We examined the pages in the largest 675 untagged clusters (in terms of number of pages) as well as 1,000 randomly selected untagged clusters, which together correspond to 39% of the URLs we crawled. We did not find any clusters with storefronts that we missed. 6 Program tagging: At this point, we focus entirely on clusters tagged with one of our three categories, and identify sets of distinct clusters that belong to the same affiliate program. In particular, we label clusters with specific program tags to associate them either with a certain affiliate program (e.g., EvaPharmacy-which in turn has many distinct storefront brands) or, when we cannot mechanically categorize the underlying program structure, with an individual storefront "brand" (e.g., Prestige Replicas). From insight gained by browsing underground forum discussions, examining the raw HTML for common implementation artifacts, and making product purchases, we found that some sets of the these brands are actually operated by the same affiliate program.
In total, we assigned program tags to 30 pharmaceutical, 5 software, and 10 replica programs that dominated the URLs in our feeds. Table IV enumerates these affiliate programs and brands, showing the number of distinct registered domains used by those programs, and the number of URLs that use those domains. We also show two aggregate programs, Mailien and ZedCash, whose storefront brands we associated manually based on evidence gathered on underground Web forums (later validated via the purchasing process). 7 The "feed volume" shows the distribution of the affiliate programs as observed in each of the spam "sink" feeds (the feeds not from bots), roughly approximating the distribution that might be observed by users receiving spam. 8 To assign these affiliate program tags to clusters, we manually crafted sets of regular expressions that match the page contents of program storefronts. For some programs, 8 We remove botnet feeds from such volume calculations because their skewed domain mix would bias the results unfairly towards the programs they advertise.
we defined expressions that capture the structural nature of the software engine used by all storefronts for a program (e.g., almost all EvaPharmacy sites contained unique hosting conventions). For other programs, we defined expressions that capture the operational modes used by programs that used multiple storefront templates (e.g., GlavMed). 9 For others, we created expressions for individual storefront brands (e.g., one for Diamond Replicas, another for Prestige Replicas, etc.), focusing on the top remaining clusters in terms of number of pages. Altogether, we assigned program tags to clusters comprising 86% of the pages that had category tags.
We manually validated the results of assigning these specific program tags as well. For every cluster with a program tag, we inspected the ten most and least common page DOMs contained in that cluster, and validated that our expressions had assigned them their correct program tags. Although not exhaustive, examining the most and least common pages validates the pages comprising both the "mass" and "tail" of the page distribution in the cluster.
Not all clusters with a category tag ("pharma") had a specific program tag ("EvaPharmacy"). Some clusters with category tags were false positives (they happened to have category keywords in the page, but were not storefronts selling category goods), or they were small clusters corresponding to storefronts with tiny spam footprints. We inspected the largest 675 of these clusters and verified that none of them contained pages that should have been tagged as a particular program in our study.
D. Purchasing
Finally, for a subset of the sites with program tags, we also purchased goods being offered for sale. We attempted to place multiple purchases from each major affiliate program or store "brand" in our study and, where possible, we ordered the same "types" of product from different sites to identify differences or similarities in suppliers based on contents (e.g., lot numbers) and packaging (nominal sender, packaging type, etc.). We attempted 120 purchases, of which 76 authorized and 56 settled. 10 Of those that settled, all but seven products were delivered. We confirmed via tracking information that two undelivered packages were sent several weeks after our mailbox lease had ended, two additional transactions received no follow-up email, another two sent a follow-up email stating that the order was re-sent after the mailbox lease had ended, and one sent a follow-up email stating that our money had been refunded (this refund, however, had not been processed three months after the fact).
Operational protocol: We placed our purchases via VPN connections to IP addresses located in the geographic vicinity to the mailing addresses used. This constraint is necessary to avoid failing common fraud checks that evaluate consistency between IP-based geolocation, mailing address and the Address Verification Service (AVS) information provided through the payment card association. During each purchase, we logged the full contents of any checkout pages as well as their domain names and IP addresses (frequently different from the sites themselves). We provided contact email addresses hosted on domain names purchased expressly for this project, as several merchants did not allow popular Web-based email accounts during the purchase process. We recorded all email sent to these accounts, as well as the domain names and IP addresses of any customer service sites provided. We also periodically logged into such sites to record the current status of our purchases. For physical goods, we always selected the quickest form of delivery, while software was provided via the Internet (here too we recorded the full information about the sites used for software fulfillment).
All of our purchases were conducted using prepaid Visa payment cards contracted through a specialty issuer. As part of our relationship with the issuer, we maintained the ability to create new cards on demand and to obtain the authorization and settlement records for each transaction. We used a unique card for each transaction.
We had goods shipped to a combination of individual residences and a suite address provided by a local commercial mailbox provider. We regularly picked up, tagged, and photographed shipments and then stored them in a centralized secure facility on our premises. We stored software purchases on a secure hard drive, checked for viruses using Microsoft Security Essentials and Kaspersky Free Trial, and compared against other copies of the same software (including a reference version that we owned).
Legal and ethical concerns: This purchasing portion of our study involved the most careful consideration of legal and ethical concerns, particularly because this level of active involvement has not been common in the academic community to date. We worked with both our own project legal advisors and with general counsel to design a protocol for purchasing, handling, analyzing and disposing of these products within a legal framework that minimizes any risk of harm to others. While the full accounting of the legal considerations are outside the scope of this paper, most of our effort revolved around item selection and controls. For example, we restricted our pharmaceutical purchasing to non-prescription goods such as herbal and over-thecounter products, and we restricted our software purchases to items for which we already possessed a site license (also communicating our intent with the publisher). We did not use any received products (physical or electronic) and, aside from a few demonstration lots, they are scheduled to be destroyed upon the completion of our analyses.
Finally, while these controls are designed to prevent any explicit harm from resulting through the study, a remaining issue concerns the ethics of any implicit harm caused by supporting merchants (through our purchasing) who are themselves potentially criminal or unethical. Since our study does not deal with human subjects our institutional review board did not deem it appropriate for their review. Thus, our decision to move forward is based on our own subjective evaluation (along with the implicit oversight we received from university counsel and administration). In this, we believe that, since any such implicit support of these merchants is small (no individual affiliate program received more than $277 dollars from us), the potential value from better understanding their ecosystem vastly outweighs the potential harm.
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IV. ANALYSIS
A major goal of our work is to identify any "bottlenecks" in the spam value chain: opportunities for disrupting monetization at a stage where the fewest alternatives are available to spammers (and ideally for which switching cost is high as well). Thus, in this section we focus directly on analyzing the degree to which affiliate programs share infrastructure, considering both the click support (i.e., domain registration, name service and Web hosting service) and realization (i.e., payment and fulfillment) phases of the spam value chain. We explore each of these in turn and then return to consider the potential effectiveness of interventions at each stage.
A. Click Support
As described in Section III we crawl a broad range of domains-covering the domains found in over 98% of our spam feed URLs-and use clustering and tagging to associate the resulting Web sites with particular affiliate programs. This data, in combination with our DNS crawler and domain WHOIS data, allows us to associate each such domain with an affiliate program and its various click support resources (registrar, set of name server IP addresses and set of Web hosting IP addresses). However, before we proceed with our analysis, we first highlight the subtleties that result from the use of Web site redirection.
Redirection: As we mentioned, some Web sites will redirect the visitor from the initial domain found in a spam message to one or more additional sites, ultimately resolving the final Web page (we call the domain for this page the "final domain"). Thus, for such cases one could choose to measure the infrastructure around the "initial domains" or the "final domains". To explain further, 32% of crawled URLs in our data redirected at least once and of such URLs, roughly 6% did so through public URL shorteners (e.g., bit.ly), 9% through well-known "free hosting" services (e.g., angelfire.com), and 40% were to a URL ending in .html (typically indicating a redirect page installed on a compromised Web server). 12 Of the remainder, the other common pattern is the use of low-quality "throw away" domains, the idea being to advertise a new set of domains, typically registered using random letters or combinations of words, whenever the previous set's traffic-drawing potential is reduced due to blacklisting [24] .
Given this, we choose to focus entirely on the final domains precisely because these represent the more valuable infrastructure most clearly operated by an affiliate.
Returning to our key question, we next examine the set of resources used by sites for each affiliate program. In particular, we consider this data in terms of the service organization who is responsible for the resource and how many affiliate programs make use of their service.
Network infrastructure sharing: A spam-advertised site typically has a domain name that must be resolved to access the site. 13 This name must in turn be allocated via a registrar, who has the authority to shutdown or even take back a domain in the event of abuse [30] . In addition, to resolve and access each site, spammers must also provision servers to provide DNS and Web services. These servers receive network access from individual ISPs who have the authority to disconnect clients who violate terms of service policies or in response to complaints. 12 In our data, we identified over 130 shortener services in use, over 160 free hosting services and over 8,000 likely-compromised Web servers. 13 Fewer than half a percent use raw IP addresses in our study. Only a small percentage of programs distribute their registered domain, name server, and Web server infrastructure among many registrars and ASes, respectively. Figure 3 shows that network infrastructure sharing among affiliate programs-when it occurs-is concentrated in a small number of registrars and Autonomous Systems (ASes).
14 Many registrars and ASes host infrastructure for just one or two affiliate programs, only a small number host infrastructure for many affiliate programs, and no single registrar or AS hosts infrastructure for a substantial fraction of the programs overall. (As we will see in Section IV-C however, this situation can change drastically when we weight by the volume of spam advertising each domain.) Specifically, Figure 3 shows the number of registrars (yaxis) that serve registered domains for a given number of affiliate programs (x-axis). Over 80 registrars, for instance, serve domains for a single affiliate program, while just two registrars (NauNet and China Springboard) serve domains for over 20 programs. For name servers and Web servers, it shows the number of ASes hosting servers for a given number of affiliate programs. Over 350 and 450 ASes host DNS and Web servers, respectively, for a single affiliate program; yet, just two and nine ASes host DNS and Web servers, respectively, for over 20 programs (including Hanaro Telecom, China Communication, and ChinaNet).
Although most registrars and ASes host infrastructure for just one affiliate program, each program could still engage many such registrars to serve their domains and many such ASes to host their DNS and Web servers. Figure 4 shows, though, that programs do not in general distribute their infrastructure across a large set of registrars or ASes: for most programs, each of them uses only a small fraction of registrars and ASes found in our data set. Specifically, Figure 4 shows the cumulative distribution of the fraction of registrars and ASes in our data set used by affiliate 14 We use the AS number as a proxy for ISP. Table IV for affiliate program and/or store brand.
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programs. For 50% of the affiliate programs, their domains, name servers, and Web servers are distributed over just 8% or fewer of the registrars and ASes, respectively; and 80% of the affiliate programs have their infrastructure distributed over 20% or fewer of the registrars and ASes. Only a handful of programs, such as EvaPharmacy, Pharmacy Express, and RX Partners, have infrastructure distributed over a large percentage (50% or more) of registrars and ASes. To summarize, there are a broad range of registrars and ISPs who are used to support spam-advertised sites, but there is only limited amounts of organized sharing and different programs appear to use different subsets of available resource providers. 15 
B. Realization
Next, we consider several aspects of the realization pipeline, including post-order communication, authorization and settlement of credit card transactions, and order fulfillment.
We first examined the hypothesis that realization infrastructure is the province of affiliate programs and not individual affiliates. Thus, we expect to see consistency in payment processing and fulfillment between different instances of the same affiliate program or store brand. Indeed, we found only two exceptions to this pattern and purchases from different sites appearing to represent the same affiliate program indeed make use of the same merchant bank and same pharmaceutical drop shipper. 16 Moreover, key customer support features including the email templates and order number formats are consistent across brands belonging to the same program. This allowed us to further confirm our understanding that a range of otherwise distinct brands all belong to the same underlying affiliate program, including most of the replica brands: Ultimate Replica, Diamond Replicas, Distinction Replica, Luxury Replica, One Replica, Exquisite Replicas, Prestige Replicas, Aff. Accessories; most of the herbal brands: MaxGentleman, ManXtenz, Viagrow, Dr. Maxman, Stud Extreme, VigREX; and the pharmacy: US HealthCare. 17 Having found strong evidence supporting the dominance of affiliate programs over free actors, we now turn to the question how much realization infrastructure is being shared across programs.
Payment: The sharing of payment infrastructure is substantial. Table V documents that, of the 76 purchases for which we received transaction information, there were only 13 distinct banks acting as Visa acquirers. Moreover, there is a significant concentration even among this small set of banks. In particular, most herbal and replica purchases cleared through the same bank in St. Kitts (a by-product of ZedCash's dominance of this market, as per the previous discussion), while most pharmaceutical affiliate programs used two banks (in Azerbaijan and Latvia), and software was handled entirely by two banks (in Latvia and Russia).
Each payment transaction also includes a standardized "Merchant Category Code" (MCC) indicating the type of goods or services being offered [52] . Interestingly, most affiliate program transactions appear to be coded correctly. For example, all of our software purchases (across all programs) were coded as 5734 (Computer Software Stores) and 85% of all pharmacy purchases (again across programs) were coded as 5912 (Drug Stores and Pharmacies). ZedCash transactions (replica and herbal) are an exception, being somewhat deceptive, and each was coded as 5969 (Direct Marketing-Other). The few other exceptions are either minor transpositions (e.g., 5921 instead of 5912), singleton instances in which a minor program uses a generic code (e.g., 5999, 8999) with a bank that we only observed in one transaction, and finally Greenline which is the sole pharmaceutical affiliate program that cleared transactions through a US Bank during our study (completely miscoded as 5732, Electronic Sales, across multiple purchases). The latter two cases suggest that some minor programs with less reliable payment relationships do try to hide the nature of their transactions, but generally speaking, category coding is correct. A key reason for this may be the substantial fines imposed by Visa on acquirers when miscoded merchant accounts are discovered "laundering" high-risk goods. Finally, for two of the largest pharmacy programs, GlavMed and RX-Promotion, we also purchased from "canonical" instances of their sites advertised on their online support forums. We verified that they use the same bank, order number format, and email template as the spamadvertised instances. This evidence undermines the claim, made by some programs, that spammers have stolen their templates and they do not allow spam-based advertising.
Fulfillment: Fulfillment for physical goods was sourced from 13 different suppliers (as determined by declared shipper and packaging), of which eight were again seen more than once (see Table VI ). All pharmaceutical tablets shipped from India, except for one shipped from within the United States (from a minor program), while replicas shipped universally from China. While we received herbal supplement products from China and New Zealand, most (by volume) shipped from within the United States. This result is consistent with our expectation since, unlike the other goods, herbal products have weaker regulatory oversight and are less likely to counterfeit existing brands and trademarks. For pharmaceuticals, the style of blister packs, pill shapes, and lot numbers were all exclusive to an individual nominal sender and all lot numbers from each nominal sender were identical. Overall, we find that only modest levels of supplier sharing between pharmaceutical programs (e.g., Pharmacy Express, Stimul-cash, and Club-first all sourced a particular product from PPW in Chennai, while RX-Promotion and DrugRevenue both sourced the same drug from Rhine Inc. in Thane). This analysis is limited since we only ordered a small number of distinct products and we know (anecdotally) that pharmaceutical programs use a network of suppliers to cover different portions of their formulary.
We did not receive enough replicas to make a convincing analysis, but all ZedCash-originated replicas were lowquality and appear to be of identical origin. Finally, purchased software instances were bit-for-bit identical between sites of the same store brand and distinct across different affiliate programs (we found no malware in any of these images). In general, we did not identify any particularly clear bottleneck in fulfillment and we surmise that suppliers are likely to be plentiful.
C. Intervention analysis
Finally, we now reconsider these different resources in the spam monetization pipeline, but this time explicitly from the standpoint of the defender. In particular, for any given registered domain used in spam, the defender may choose to intervene by either blocking its advertising (e.g., filtering spam), disrupting its click support (e.g., takedowns for name servers of hosting sites), or interfering with the realization step (e.g., shutting down merchant accounts). 18 But which of these interventions will have the most impact?
Ideally, we believe that such anti-spam interventions need to be evaluated in terms of two factors: their overhead to implement and their business impact on the spam value chain. In turn, this business impact is the sum of both the replacement cost (to acquire new resources equivalent to the ones disrupted) and the opportunity cost (revenue forgone while the resource is being replaced). While, at this point in time, we are unable to precisely quantify all of these values, we believe our data illustrates gross differences in scale that are likely to dominate any remaining factors.
To reason about the effects of these interventions, we consider the registered domains for the affiliate programs and storefront brands in our study and calculate their relative volume in our spam feeds (we particularly subtract the botnet feeds when doing this calculation as their inherent bias would skew the calculation in favor of certain programs). We then calculate the fraction of these domain trajectories that could be completely blocked (if only temporarily) through a given level of intervention at several resource tiers:
Registrar. Here we examine the effect if individual registrars were to suspend their domains which are known to be used in advertising or hosting the sites in our study.
Hosting. We use the same analysis, but instead look at the number of distinct ASs that would need to be contacted (who would then need to agree to shut down all associated hosts in their address space) in order to interrupt a given volume of spam domain trajectories. We consider both name server and Web hosting, but in each case there may be multiple IP addresses recorded providing service for the domain. We adopt a "worst case" model that all such resources must be eliminated (i.e., every IP seen hosting a particular domain) for that domain's trajectory to be disrupted.
Payments. Here we use the same approach but focused on the role played by the acquiring banks for each program. We have not placed purchases via each domain, so we make the simplifying assumption that bank use will be consistent across domains belonging to the same brand or affiliate program. Indeed this is strongly borne out in our measurements. For the two small exceptions identified earlier, we assign banks proportionally to our measurements. Figure 5 plots this data as CDFs of the spam volume in our feeds that would be disrupted using these approaches. For both registrars and hosters there are significant concentrations among the top few providers and thus takedowns would seem to be an effective strategy. For example, almost 40% of spam-advertised domains in our feeds were registered by NauNet, while a single Romanian provider, Evolva Telecom, hosts almost 9% of name servers for spam-advertised domains and over 10% of the Web servers hosting their content; in turn, over 60% of these had payments handled via a single acquirer, Azerigazbank.
However, these numbers do not tell the entire story. Another key issue is the availability of alternatives and their switching cost.
For example, while only a small number of individual IP addresses were used to support spam-advertised sites, the supply of hosting resources is vast, with thousands of hosting providers and millions of compromised hosts. 19 The switching cost is also low and new hosts can be provisioned on demand and for low cost. 20 By contrast, the situation with registrars appears more promising. The supply of registrars is fewer (roughly 900 gTLD registrars are accredited by ICANN as of this writing) and there is evidence that not all registrars are equally permissive of spam-based advertising [28] . Moreover, there have also been individual successful efforts to address malicious use of domain names, both by registries (e.g., CNNIC) and when working with individual registrars (e.g., eNom [25] ). Unfortunately, these efforts have been slow, ongoing, and fraught with politics since they require global cooperation to be effective (only individual registrars or registries can take these actions). Indeed, in recent work we have empirically evaluated the efficacy of past registrar-level interventions and found that spammers show great agility in working around such actions [29] . Ultimately, the low cost of a domain name (many can be had for under $1 in bulk) and ease of switching registrars makes such interventions difficult.
Finally, it is the banking component of the spam value chain that is both the least studied and, we believe, the most critical. Without an effective mechanism to transfer consumer payments, it would be difficult to finance the rest of the spam ecosystem. Moreover, there are only two networks-Visa and Mastercard-that have the consumer footprint in Western countries to reach spam's principal customers. While there are thousands of banks, the number who are willing to knowingly process what the industry calls "high-risk" transactions is far smaller. This situation is dramatically reflected in Figure 5 , which shows that just three banks provide the payment servicing for over 95% of the spam-advertised goods in our study.
More importantly, the replacement cost for new banks is high, both in setup fees and more importantly in time and overhead. Acquiring a legitimate merchant account directly with a bank requires coordination with the bank, with the card association, with a payment processor and typically involves a great deal of due diligence and delay (several days 19 Note, spam hosting statistics can be heavily impacted by the differences in spam volume produced by different affiliates/spammers. For example, while we find that over 80% of all spam received in this study leads to sites hosted by just 100 distinct IP addresses, there are another 2336 addresses used to host the remaining 20% of spam-advertised sites, many belonging to the same affiliate programs but advertising with lower volumes of spam email. 20 The cost of compromised proxies is driven by the market price for compromised hosts via Pay-Per-Install enterprises, which today are roughly $200/1000 for Western hosts and $5-10/1000 for Asian hosts [49] . Dedicated bulletproof hosting is more expensive, but we have seen prices as low as $30/month for virtual hosting (up to several hundred dollars for dedicated hosting). or weeks). Even for so-called third-party accounts (whereby a payment processor acts as middleman and "fronts" for the merchant with both the bank and Visa/Mastercard) we have been unable to locate providers willing to provide operating accounts in less than five days, and such providers have significant account "holdbacks" that they reclaim when there are problems. 21 Thus, unlike the other resources in the spam value chain, we believe payment infrastructure has far fewer alternatives and far higher switching cost.
Indeed, our subsequent measurements bear this out. For four months after our study we continued to place orders through the major affiliate programs. Many continued to use the same banks four months later (e.g., all replica and herbal products sold through ZedCash, all pharmaceuticals from Online Pharmacy and all software from Auth. Soft. Resellers). Moreover, while many programs did change (typically in January or February 2011), they still stayed within same set of banks we identified earlier. For example, transactions with EvaPharmacy, Greenline, and OEM Soft Store have started clearing through B&N Bank in Russia, while Royal Software, EuroSoft and Soft Sales, have rotated through two different Latvian Banks and B & S Card Service of Germany. Indeed, the only new bank appearing in our follow-on purchases is Bank Standard (a private commercial bank in Azerbaijan, BIN 412939); RX-Promotion, GlavMed, and Mailien (a.k.a. Pharmacy Express) all appear to have moved to this bank (from Azerigazbank) on or around January 25th. Finally, one order placed with DrugRevenue failed due to insufficient funds, and was promptly retried through two different banks (but again, from the same set). This suggests that while cooperating third-party payment processors may be able to route transactions through merchant accounts at difference 21 To get a sense of the kinds of institutions we examined, consider this advertisement of one typical provider: "We have ready-made shell companies already incorporated, immediately available." banks, the set of banks currently available for such activities is quite modest.
D. Policy options
There are two potential approaches for intervening at the payment tier of the value chain. One is to directly engage the merchant banks and pressure them to stop doing business with such merchants (similar to Legitscript's role with registrars [25] , [28] ). However, this approach is likely to be slow-very likely slower than the time to acquire new banking facilities. Moreover, due to incongruities in intellectual property protection, it is not even clear that the sale of such goods is illegal in the countries in which such banks are located. Indeed, a sentiment often expressed in the spammer community, which resonates in many such countries, is that the goods they advertise address a real need in the West, and efforts to criminalize their actions are motivated primarily by Western market protectionism.
However, since spam is ultimately supported by Western money, it is perhaps more feasible to address this problem in the West as well. To wit, if U.S. issuing banks (i.e., banks that provide credit cards to U.S. consumers) were to refuse to settle certain transactions (e.g., card-not-present transactions for a subset of Merchant Category Codes) with the banks identified as supporting spam-advertised goods, then the underlying enterprise would be dramatically demonetized. Furthermore, it appears plausible that such a "financial blacklist" could be updated very quickly (driven by modest numbers of undercover buys, as in our study) and far more rapidly than the turn-around time to acquire new banking resources-a rare asymmetry favoring the anti-spam community. Furthermore, for a subset of spam-advertised goods (regulated pharmaceuticals, brand replica products, and pirated software) there is a legal basis for enforcing such a policy. 22 While we suspect that the political challenges for 22 Herbal products, being largely unregulated, are a more complex issue.
such an intervention would be significant-and indeed merit thoughtful consideration-we note that a quite similar action has already occurred in restricting U.S. issuers from settling certain kinds of online gambling transactions [11] .
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have described a large-scale empirical study to measure the spam value chain in an end-to-end fashion. We have described a framework for conceptualizing resource requirements for spam monetization and, using this model, we have characterized the use of key infrastructureregistrars, hosting and payment-for a wide array of spamadvertised business interests. Finally, we have used this data to provide a normative analysis of spam intervention approaches and to offer evidence that the payment tier is by far the most concentrated and valuable asset in the spam ecosystem, and one for which there may be a truly effective intervention through public policy action in Western countries.
